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On Linear Representations of Near Hexagons
BART DE BRUYN† AND FRANK DE CLERCK
We discuss linear representations of near polygons in affine spaces. All linear representations of
near hexagons in an affine space of order q  3 and dimension up to seven are classified. If the
dimension of the affine space is at least eight, then the near hexagon necessarily contains a quad
of type T 2 .O/ and every such quad has a rosette of ovoids. We conjecture that there are no such
examples.
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1. DEFINITIONS
An incidence structure is a triple S D .P;L; I/ with P (the point set) a nonempty set and
L (the set of lines) a (possible empty) set and I a symmetric incidence relation between those
sets. Although the incidence relation is symmetric, we will write, in order not to overload the
notation, I  P  L or even use ‘2’ as incidence relation. The incidence structures which
we will consider here are all finite. If x is a point, then 0i .x/ denotes the set of all points at
distance i from x (in the point graph). We will denote 0.x/ D 01.x/.
(1) An incidence structure is called a partial linear space if the following conditions are
satisfied.
(a) Every line L 2 L is incident with at least two points.
(b) Two different points are incident with at most one line.
(2) A partial linear space is called degenerate if there is a point incident with exactly one
line.
(3) An incidence structure of points and lines is connected if its point graph is connected.
(4) A near polygon S is a partial linear space satisfying the following conditions.
(a) The diameter of the point graph 0 of S is finite.
(b) For every point p and every line L , there is a unique point q on L , nearest to p
(nearest with respect to the distance d.:; :/ in 0).
If d is the diameter of 0 then S is called a near 2d-gon. Although a near 0-gon has only
one point and no lines, it is by our definition not degenerate. A near 2-gon consists of
one line with a number . 2/ of points on it, hence it is degenerate. The (nondegenerate)
near quadrangles are just the (nondegenerate) generalized quadrangles. If a generalized
quadrangle is not a grid or a dual grid, then it must have an order .s; t/. For more details
on generalized quadrangles, we refer to [9].
(5) An ovoid of a generalized quadrangle Q is a set O of points such that every line of Q
is incident with exactly one element of O . If Q has order .s; t/, then jOj D 1C st . A
rosette of ovoids is a set of ovoids through a point p which partition the set of points not
collinear with p.
(6) A regular near 2d-gon S (d > 0) is a near 2d-gon satisfying the following conditions.
(a) S has order .s; t/.
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(b) For each pair .x; y/ with d.x; y/ D i , the cardinality of the set 0i−1.x/ \ 0.y/
depends only on i . We denote j0i−1.x/ \ 0.y/j D ti C 1; i D 1; : : : ; d.
As the point graph of a regular near polygon is a distance regular graph (see [2]), one
can find conditions on the parameters of the near polygon. For instance, if S is a
regular near hexagon with s 6D 1, then one of the Krein conditions (see [2]) yields
t C 1  .s2 − s C 1/.s C 1C t2/ also known as the Mathon bound (see also [8]).
(7) The incidence structure S D .P;L; I/ is called affine or embedded in the finite affine
spaceA if L is a set of lines ofA, P is the union of all members of L and the incidence
relation is the one induced by that of A. If A0 is the subspace of A generated by all
points of P , then we say that A0 is the ambient space of S.
A special type of affine embedding is the so-called linear representation. Let 51 be a
projective space of dimension n  0 embedded as a hyperplane in the projective space
5 and let K be a nonempty subset of the point set of 51. The linear representation
T n .K/ is the geometry with points the affine points of 5 (= the points not belonging
to 51). The lines of T n .K/ are those lines of 5 which intersect 51 in a point of K.
Incidence is the one derived from 5.
(8) A cap of a projective space is a set of points, no three of which are collinear.
(9) If S1 D .P1;L1; I1/ and S2 D .P2;L2; I2/ are two incidence structures, then the direct
product of S1 and S2 is the incidence structure S D .P;L; I/ with P D P1  P2 and
L D .P1L2/[ .L1P2/. The point .x; y/ is incident with the line .a; L/ 2 P1L2
if and only if x D a and yIL and it is incident with the line .M; b/ 2 L1  P2 if and
only if y D b and xIM . We denote S also with S1S2. One can easily prove that S is a
near 2.d1 C d2/-gon if Si .i 2 f1; 2g/ is a near 2di -gon. A near polygon is of Hamming
type if it is the direct product of a number of lines.
(10) Let S D .P;L; I/ be a near polygon. A set X  P is called a subspace when all the
points of a line are in X as soon as two of them are in X . Every such subspace induces
a partial linear space SX D .X;LX ; I0/ where LX is the set of all lines of L which
have all their points in X and I0 is the restriction of I to X  LX . A subspace X is
called geodetically closed when all points of a shortest path between two points of X
are also contained in X . A quad is a geodetically closed subset of P which induces a
nondegenerate generalized quadrangle.
2. PROPERTIES
For the proof of the following two theorems, we refer to [10] and [11].
THEOREM 2.1. Let x and y be two points of a near polygon at mutual distance 2. If x and
y have two common neighbours c and d such that the line xc contains at least three points,
then x and y are in a unique quad.
THEOREM 2.2 (THE POINT-QUAD RELATION). If p is a point and Q a quad of a near
polygon S, then just one of the following cases occurs.
(1) There is a unique point q 2 Q such that d.p; r/ D d.p; q/ C d.q; r/ for all points
r 2 Q. In this case .p; Q/ is called classical.
(2) The points of Q which are nearest to p form an ovoid of Q. In this case .p; Q/ is called
ovoidal.
(3) Q induces a dual grid. Let A be the set of points of Q at smallest distance k from p.
Let B, respectively C, denote those points of Q, that have distance k C 1, respectively
k C 2 to p. Then
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(a) jAj  2 and jC j  1,
(b) B and A [ C are the two maximal cocliques of the point graph of Q.
In this case .p; Q/ is called thin ovoidal.
3. OVERVIEW
The aim of this paper was the classification of all near hexagons with a linear representation
in some projective space PG.n C 1; q/. We managed to do this to a certain extent. In the
next section, we will derive necessary and sufficient conditions in order that T n .K/ is a near
polygon and we will specify to the case of near quadrangles and near hexagons. We will also
prove a lemma which states that the direct product of two partial linear spaces with a linear
representation is again a partial linear space with a linear representation. In Section 5 we will
give all linear representations of near hexagons known to us (in the case q  3). In Section 6
we will derive necessary (but not sufficient) conditions in order that T n .K/ is a near hexagon.
These conditions were very helpful to us. We will also prove there that every two points at
distance 2 are contained in a quad. It seemed natural to us to assume q 6D 2 and to distinguish
between two cases. The case in which there exists a quad of type T 2 .O/ (withO a hyperoval,
hence q even) is considered in Section 7. We completed the classification for n D 3; 4; 5; 6
and n  7; q D 4. In the case n  7 and q  8, we were able to prove that the quad of
type T 2 .O/ contains a rosette of ovoids and no such rosettes of ovoids are known to us. We
conjecture that there are no examples for n  7 and q  8. The case in which all quads are
grids is considered in the last section and here we were able to do the complete classification,
even in the case q D 2.
4. LINEAR REPRESENTATIONS OF NEAR POLYGONS
In this section, let51 be a projective space of dimension n  0 embedded as a hyperplane
in the projective space 5 and let K be a nonempty set of points of 51.
DEFINITION 4.1. (1) With every point p 2 51, we associate an element iK.p/ 2 N
[fC1g, called the (generating) index of p with respect to K:
(a) if p 62 hKi, then iK.p/ D C1,
(b) if p 2 hKi, then iK.p/ D m, where m is the smallest integer with the property that
there are m points of K generating a subspace containing p.
Clearly iK.p/ D 1 if and only if p 2 K.
(2) K is said to satisfy the near polygon property if for every point p 2 K and for every line
L (of 51) through p, there is a unique point q 2 L − fpg with smallest index.
LEMMA 4.2. If x and y are two different points of T n .K/ and if z is the intersection of xy
with51 then d.x; y/ D iK.z/, where d.; / denotes the distance in the point graph of T n .K/.
PROOF. We first prove that iK.z/  d.x; y/. This is true for iK.z/ D 1 or iK.z/ D C1.
For 2  iK.z/ < C1 we use induction. Assume iK.z/ D m and let a1; : : : ; am be m points
of K such that z 2 ha1; : : : ; ami. The space hy; a1; : : : ; ami is then m-dimensional while
hy; a1; : : : ; am−1i is .m − 1/-dimensional. Hence, the line xam intersects hy; a1; : : : ; am−1i
in a point u. Now u 6D y, so uy intersects 51 in a point of ha1; : : : ; am−1i and by induction
we have that d.u; y/  m − 1. Together with d.x; u/ D 1 this implies that d.x; y/  m.
We now prove that d.x; y/  iK.z/: We may suppose that d.x; y/ < 1. Let x D
a0; : : : ; al D y be a path of length l D d.x; y/ between x and y. The points a0; : : : ; al generate
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a subspace of5which intersects51 in a subspace . Let bi , i 2 f1; : : : ; lg, be the intersection
of the line ai−1ai with 51, then bi 2 K and ha0; b1; b2; : : : ; bli D ha0; a1; : : : ; ali. Hence
 D hb1; b2; : : : ; bli and since z 2 , we have iK.z/  l. 2
COROLLARY 4.3. T n .K/ is connected if and only if K generates 51.
THEOREM 4.4. T n .K/ is a near polygon if and only ifK satisfies the near polygon property.
PROOF. This is trivial for n D 0. So, we may suppose that n > 0. Suppose that K satisfies
the near polygon property. Let a be a point and L be a line of T n .K/. We may suppose that
a 62 L , so a and L determine a plane  which intersects51 in a line L 0. Let p be the common
point of L and L 0 and let f V L ! L 0 be the projection such that f .x/ D y if and only if x; y; a
are collinear. Since d.a; x/ D iK. f .x// for all x 2 L − fpg, there is a unique affine point b
on L nearest to a. Since, there are at least two affine points on L we have that d.a; b/ < C1.
Conversely, suppose that T n .K/ is a near polygon. Take a point p and a line L of 51
through p. Let M be a line of T n .K/ through p and let a be a point in the plane hM; Li but
not on M or L . Using the projection from M to L , we can prove that there is a unique point
q 2 L − fpg with smallest index. 2
COROLLARY 4.5. T n .K/ is a generalized quadrangle if and only if every line of 51
intersects K in zero or two points.
This yields the following examples.
(1) If n D 1, then 5 is a projective plane of order m, 51 is a line of 5 and K is a set of
two points of 51. In this case T 1 .K/ is an .m  m/-grid.(2) If n D 2, then 51 is a PG.2; q/ with q even and K is a hyperoval in 51. In this case
T 2 .K/ is a generalized quadrangle of order .q − 1; q C 1/.(3) If 51 is a PG.n; 2/ with n  3, then the complement of K is a subspace and hence a
hyperplane, since jKj D 2n .
(4) There are no examples if 51 is a PG.n; q/ with n; q  3. Otherwise, there would
exist a 3-dimensional subspace  of 51 such that  \K is a cap of  with q2 C q C 2
elements, a contradiction.
This result also follows from the classification of the affine embeddings of generalized quad-
rangles, see [12].
COROLLARY 4.6. T n .K/ is a near hexagon if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied.
(1) Every line of 51 intersects K in zero, one or two points, hence K is a cap of 51.
(2) There is a tangent line and on every tangent line there is a unique point different from
the intersection point, through which there is a secant line.
PROOF. Suppose that T n .K/ is a near hexagon. If a line of 51 intersects K in more than
two points then the near polygon property does not hold. By Lemma 4.2 it follows that the
maximal index of a point of 51 is equal to three. If r and s are two points of 51 such
that r 2 K and iK.s/ D 3, then rs is a tangent line. Now, let L be any tangent line. The
near polygon property now implies that L contains a unique point with index 2 and this is
also the unique point, different from the tangent point, through which there is a secant line.
Conversely, suppose that K satisfies properties (1) and (2). We verify that the near polygon
property is satisfied for every line L meeting K. This follows from (1) in the case that L is a
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secant line and from (2) in the case that L is a tangent line. Hence T n .K/ is a near polygon and
by Lemma 4.2 it suffices to prove that the maximal index of a point of 51 is equal to three.
Let r be an arbitrary point of 51 and suppose that r 62 K. Let s 2 K be arbitrary. If rs is a
secant line, then iK.r/ D 2. If rs is a tangent line, let tu with t; u 2 K be the unique secant
line intersecting rs in a point different from s. Since r 2 hs; t; ui it follows that iK.r/  3.
We prove now that there is a point with index 3. Take therefore a tangent line L . From (2) it
follows that all points of L , different from the tangent point and the point through which there
is a secant line, have index 3. 2
LEMMA 4.7. Consider in51 two disjoint subspaces1 and2 with respective dimensions
n1 and n2 such that h1; 2i D 51. LetKi .i D 1; 2/ be a nonempty set of points of i . Then
T n .K1 [K2/ is isomorphic to the direct product T n1.K1/ T n2.K2/.
PROOF. Let5i (i D 1; 2) be an .ni C1/-dimensional subspace of5 intersecting51 in i .
We can consider the points of T ni .Ki / as the affine points of5i . Let a be an arbitrary point of
T n .K1 [K2/. The space ha; i i intersects 53−i in a point a3−i . So, with every point a there
corresponds a point .a1; a2/ of the direct product T n1.K1/  T n2.K2/. This correspondence
is bijective. With every point .a1; a2/ of the direct product there corresponds a unique point
a: the point a is the point in the intersection of ha1; 2i with ha2; 1i. One easily verifies that
this bijection also determines a one-to-one mapping from the set of lines of T n .K1 [ K2/ to
the set of lines of the direct product T n1.K1/ T n2.K2/. 2
5. LINEAR REPRESENTATIONS OF NEAR HEXAGONS
We only consider here linear representations of near hexagons in AG.n C 1; q/ with q > 2.
Only the following examples are known to us. Examples 1 and 2 follow from Lemma 4.7 and
Corollary 4.5.
(1) Let51 be a desarguesian projective plane PG.2; q/ and letK be a set of three noncollinear
points, then T 2 .K/ is a near hexagon of Hamming type.
(2) Let 51 be a PG.3; q/ with q even and let K consists of a hyperoval in a plane of 51
and one other point not in that plane, then T 3 .K/ is a near hexagon which is a direct product
of a line with a generalized quadrangle of order .q − 1; q C 1/.
(3) The extended ternary Golay code is the subspace C of F123 generated by the rows of the
following matrix:
M D
2666664
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 −1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 −1 −1 −1
0 0 0 1 0 0 −1 1 0 1 −1 −1
0 0 0 0 1 0 −1 −1 1 0 1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 −1 −1 1 0 −1
3777775 :
There is now a near hexagon related to this code, see [2]. The points of the near hexagon are
the cosets from the 6-dimensional affine space F123 =C . Two cosets are adjacent whenever they
contain vectors that differ in only one position, the line through them is the line of the affine
space connecting them. The embedding of this affine space in a 6-dimensional projective
space 5 defines a hyperplane 51. It is clear that there is a set K of 12 points in 51 such
that the near hexagon is isomorphic to T 5 .K/. The columns of the matrix M define also a set
of 12 points in PG.5; 3/, which is (as we shall see later) projectively equivalent with K. The
cap K was first discovered in [6] by Coxeter and therefore we will call any cap projectively
equivalent with K a Coxeter cap.
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(4) Let51 be a PG.4; q/with q even and letK be a union of two hyperovals whose carrying
planes  and 0 meet each other in a point p ofK. As will be shown in the following theorem,
T 4 .K/ is a near hexagon, which we will denote by .T 2 .O/; T 2 .O 0// where O and O 0 are the
two (possible nonequivalent) hyperovals in respectively  and 0.
THEOREM 5.1. T 4 .K/ D .T 2 .O/; T 2 .O 0// is a near hexagon.
PROOF. (1) If a line of51 has more then two points in common withK, then it is contained
in one of the two planes  and 0, a contradiction.
(2) Through p there are q3 C q2 C q C 1 lines of 51, 2.q C 1/ of these are contained in 
or 0. Hence, there is a tangent line L through p. Now, the 3-space hL ; i intersects 0 in a
line through p. Let p1 denote the second point of K on this line. The plane hp1; Li intersects
 in a line through p. Let p2 be the second point ofK on this line. Now, the point in p1 p2\ L
is the required point. Finally, let M denote a tangent line through a point p0 6D p of  \ K
(similar reasoning if p0 2 0 \ K), then the 3-space h;Mi will intersect 0 in a line through
p. Let r1 denote the second point of K on this line. The plane hr1;Mi intersects  in a line
through p0. Let r2 denote the second point of K on this line. Now the point in r1r2 \ M is the
required point. 2
REMARK. If51 is a PG.2k; q/with q even and k  1 and ifK is the union of k hyperovals
whose carrying planes generate51 and meet each other in a point p ofK, then one can prove
that T 2k.K/ is a near .2k C 2/-gon.
6. CONDITIONS ON THE SET K
Let 51 be a PG.n; q/ with n  2; q  3 embedded as a hyperplane in a projective space
5 and letK denote a nonempty set of points of51 such that T n .K/ is a near hexagon. Some
of the results mentioned here also hold when we only require that T n .K/ is a near polygon.
LEMMA 6.1. Every plane of 51 intersects K in 0, 1, 2, 3 or q C 2 points. If there exists a
plane  such that j \Kj D q C 2, then  \K is a hyperoval, hence q is even.
PROOF. Assume p 2  \ K then every line of  through p has at most one point .6D p/ in
common with K, hence j \ Kj  q C 2. Suppose 3 < j \ Kj < q C 2. Let a; b; c; d be
four different points of  \K. On a tangent line L in  through a, there are at least two points
(6D a) with smallest index, a contradiction. 2
DEFINITION 6.2. A plane of 51 is called thick whenever it intersects K in q C 2 points.
LEMMA 6.3. If  is a 3-space through a thick plane, then j \Kj 2 fq C 2; q C 3g.
PROOF. Let denote the thick plane. Since\K is a cap of, we have that j\Kj  q2C1.
Suppose j\Kj  qC4. Take two points of\K not contained in. The line L through those
points intersects  in a point a. Denote by M1; : : : ;M.qC2/=2 the secant lines in  through a.
The plane through L and Mi is thick, hence
j \Kj  q C 2
2
q C 2 D q
2 C 2q C 4
2
:
Take a point b 2  \K. Since q2 C q C 1 > q2  j \Kj − 1, there exists a tangent line L 0
of  through b. Every plane through L 0 has at most three points in common with K. Hence
j \Kj  2.q C 1/C 1 D 2q C 3, contradicting j \Kj  q2C2qC42 . 2
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LEMMA 6.4.
(1) Two thick planes cannot meet in a line.
(2) Two thick planes cannot meet in a point not belonging to K.
(3) If two thick planes  and  meet each other in a point of K, then the points of K in the
4-space through  and  are all contained in  [ .
(4) If two thick planes  and  are disjoint, then the points of K in the 5-space through 
and  are all contained in  or .
PROOF. (1) If two thick planes meet in a line, then the 3-space through these planes has at
least 2q C 2 points in common with K, a contradiction.
(2) Suppose that  and  are two thick planes meeting in a point p 62 K. Take a line L
through p, contained in  and having two points in common withK. Now, the 3-space through
L and  has at least q C 4 points, a contradiction.
(3) Suppose that  and  are two thick planes meeting in a point p 2 K. Suppose that the
4-space through  and  contains a point r 2 K not contained in  [ . Let  be the 3-space
through  and r . This 3-space meets  in a line L through p. Hence, contains at least q C 4
points, a contradiction.
(4) Let  and  be two disjoint thick planes. Suppose that the 5-space through  and 
contains a point p 2 K not contained in  [ . Let r (respectively s) be the intersection of
 (respectively ) with the 3-space through p and  (respectively through p and ). It is
impossible that r; s 2 K. If one of the points, say r , is in K, then the 3-space through p and 
contains at least qC4 points ofK, a contradiction. Hence r; s 62 K, but this is also impossible,
since rs − fpg contains then two points with smallest index. 2
THEOREM 6.5. Two points x and y at mutual distance 2 have 2 or qC2 common neighbours,
x and y are in a unique quad which induces a grid or a T 2 .O/. If there are no thick planes,
then all quads induce grids and the near hexagon is regular.
PROOF. Since x and y are not collinear, the line xy intersects the hyperplane in a point
z 62 K. If there is no secant line through z, then d.x; y/ D 3, a contradiction. From Lemma
6.3, it follows that there are two possibilities, either z is incident with one secant line or with
qC2
2 secant lines. Each secant line yields a contribution 2 to the number of common neighbours.
For, if a secant line through z intersectsK in u and v, then ux\vy and uy\vx are two common
neighbours of x and y. If there is only one secant line L through z, then the affine points of
the plane through L and x are the points of a gridQ. The set of the points ofQ is geodetically
closed. For, suppose that a; b; c is a path where a; b are noncollinear points of Q and c is no
point ofQ. The plane through a; b; c will intersect51 in a secant line M . The plane through
L and M is thick, contradicting the fact that there is only one secant line through z. If there
are
qC2
2 secant lines through z, then these lines are contained in a thick plane  of 51. The
affine points of the space through x and  are the points of a generalized quadrangle Q. The
set of points of Q is geodetically closed. For, suppose that a; b; c is a path where a; b are
noncollinear points of Q and c is no point of Q. The plane through a; b; c intersects 51 in a
secant line M . Now, the 3-space through  and M contradicts Lemma 6.3. 2
In the rest of this paper we assume that T n .K/ is a near hexagon. We then have the following
lemma.
LEMMA 6.6. If k D jKj and if N is the total number of thick planes of 51, then
1
2
Nq.q2 − 1/C q
n − 1
q − 1 − .k − 1/ D
1
2
.q − 1/.k − 1/.k − 2/:
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PROOF. Let p 2 K be fixed. Let N1 be the total number of thick planes through p. Counting
pairs .L ; / where L is a tangent line through p and  is a plane through L intersecting K in
three points, yields
.N−N1/T.q2CqC1/−.qC2/Uq C 22 C
qn − 1
q − 1 −.k−1/−.N−N1/T.q
2CqC1/−.qC2/U
D .q − 1/T .k − 1/.k − 2/
2
− N1 q.q C 1/2 U;
from which the above equality follows. 2
COROLLARY 6.7. The following congruences and inequalities are valid:
(1) k  n C 1 .mod q − 1/,
(2) k  2; 3 .mod q/,
(3) k  1; 3 .mod q C 1/ if n is even and q C 1 j .k − 2/2 if n is odd,
(4) qn−1q−1 − .k − 1/  12 .q − 1/.k − 1/.k − 2/,
(5) k  p2q n−22 .
PROOF. The equation of the previous lemma implies immediately (4). If we consider the
equation as one modulo q − 1 or q C 1, we immediately find (1) and (3). If we multiply both
sides by 2 and then consider it as an equation modulo q, we will find (2). From (4), it follows
now that qn−1  12 .q − 1/.k − 1/.k − 2/C .k − 1/. Hence qn−1  12 qk2. 2
7. THE NEAR HEXAGONS WITH A T 2 .O/-QUAD
Assume that the near hexagon T n .K/ has a thick plane, hence n  3 and q  4 is even.
From Corollary 4.3 it follows that k D jKj  q C n. We put k 0 D k − q − 2.
THEOREM 7.1. If n D 3, then K consists of a hyperoval in some plane and one other point
not in that plane.
PROOF. This is an immediate corollary of Lemma 6.3. 2
THEOREM 7.2. If n D 4, then K is the union of two hyperovals, whose carrying planes
meet each other in a point belonging to both hyperovals.
PROOF. Let  denote a thick plane. Assume j51 \ Kj D q C 4 and let a and b be the
two points of K not in , then ab is skew to  (see Lemma 6.3). There are q3 − 1 lines
through a skew to  and different from ab. On every such line there is a unique point .6D a/,
through which there is a secant line. This secant line is one of the q C 2 lines through b and
a point of  \K. Hence q3 − 1  .q C 2/.q − 1/, a contradiction. So, we may suppose that
j51 \ Kj  q C 5. Let a; b; c denote three points not contained in . The plane  through
these points meets  in a point d. If d does not belong to K, then da does not satisfy property
(2) of Corollary 4.6. Hence d 2 K and  is thick. By Lemma 6.4 all points ofK are contained
in  [ . 2
THEOREM 7.3. There are no examples for n D 5.
PROOF. Let n D 5 and assumeK is a set of points in PG.5; q/ yielding a near hexagon with
a quad of type T 2 .O/. We will find a contradiction. The proof uses several steps.
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STEP 1. There are at least two thick planes.
PROOF. Assume that there is only one thick plane. From Lemma 6.6, it follows that
2q4 C 2q3 C 2q2.1− k0/ D k0.k0 − 1/.q − 1/;
which implies q2 j k0 or q2 j k0 − 1. Hence k0  q2 and 2q4 C 2q3 C 2q2.1 − q2/ 
q2.q2 − 1/.q − 1/, a contradiction. 2
STEP 2. Two thick planes  and  meet each other in a point of K.
PROOF. Suppose that  and  are disjoint, then by (4) of Lemma 6.4 all the points of K
are contained in  [ . Take a point b 2  − K and a point a 2  \ K. Let L 6D ab be a
tangent line through a in the 3-space through b and , then L does not satisfy property (2) of
Corollary 4.6. 2
STEP 3. Through every point p of K, there are at most two thick planes.
PROOF. Suppose that there are three thick planes ;  and γ through p. The 4-space
through  and  has no other points in common with K than those in  or . Since every line
of γ through p intersects K in a second point, γ must intersect the 4-space in the point p, a
contradiction. 2
From now, let  and  be two thick planes intersecting K in a point. Let  be the 4-space
through  and .
STEP 4. If a and b are two points of K not in  then there exists a thick plane containing
them.
PROOF. Let c be the intersection point of the line ab with . The 3-space through  and
c intersects  in a line L . Let x be the second point of K on L . The plane through L and c
intersects  in a line M . Let y be the second point of K on M . If x; c and y are not collinear
then the line cx does not satisfy property (2) of Corollary 4.6. Hence c; x; y are collinear and
the plane containing x; c; y; a; b is thick. 2
STEP 5. There are at least two points of K not in .
PROOF. It is impossible that hKi D , since every near polygon is connected. Suppose r
is the unique point of K not in . Let s be a point of  through which there is no secant line.
Then rs contradicts property (2) of Corollary 4.6. 2
From now, let r be a fixed point of K not in . Then the points of K not in  [ frg are
partitioned by the thick planes through r .
STEP 6. There is a unique thick plane through r.
PROOF. Suppose that γ and  are thick planes through r . Let s (respectively t) be a point
of γ \K (respectively  \K) not in[ frg. Now, the thick plane through s and t has at most
four points (the intersections with ; ; γ; ), a contradiction. 2
STEP 7. We derive the contradiction.
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PROOF. From the previous steps it follows that all the points of K are contained in three
thick planes ; ; γ . Through p there are q4−q2 lines not contained in and not intersecting
γ . On every such line there is a unique point .6D p/ through which there is a secant. Hence
q4 − q2  2q2, a contradiction. 2
LEMMA 7.4. Let Q be a quad of type T 2 .O/. This quad determines a thick plane  in the
hyperplane 51. Then, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) 02.Q/ D ;,
(2) every 3-space of 51 through  contains q C 3 points of K,
(3) k D q C 2C qn−2−1q−1 .
PROOF. Let x be an arbitrary point of S not in Q. The point x and the quad Q determine a
4-space in5which intersects51 in a 3-space through . Now, there is a point of Q collinear
with x if and only if this 3-space contains a point of K not in . 2
THEOREM 7.5. Let Q be a quad of type T 2 .O/. If n  6, then 02.Q/ 6D ;.
PROOF. Suppose 02.Q/ D ;, then by the previous lemma we have k D q C 2 C qn−2−1q−1 .
Let x 2 0.Q/ be a point collinear with y 2 Q. Let L1; : : : ; LqC2 be the q C 2 lines of Q
through y. Since 02.Q/ D ;, every line through x is contained in a quad through x and Li for
some i 2 f1; : : : ; q C 2g. Hence q C 2C qn−2−1q−1  1C .q C 1/.q C 2/. This implies n  5, a
contradiction. 2
COROLLARY 7.6. If n  6 and Q is a quad of type T 2 .O/, then the generalized quadrangle
induced by Q has a rosette of ovoids.
PROOF. Let x denote a point of 02.Q/, then x is ovoidal with respect to Q. Let y 2 0.Q/
be a point collinear with x and let y0 denote the point of Q collinear with y. By [3] all points
(6D y) of the line xy are ovoidal with respect to Q and the q− 1 ovoids defined by these points
form a rosette of ovoids with y0 as common point. 2
COROLLARY 7.7. If n  6 then q 6D 4.
PROOF. If q D 4, then the unique generalized quadrangle of order (3,5) would have a rosette
of ovoids. In the model T 2 .O/ an ovoid of GQ.3; 5/ is the set of affine points in a plane that
meets the carrying plane ofO in a line exterior toO. Hence two ovoids of GQ.3; 5/ are disjoint
or meet in four points. This proves the corollary. 2
LEMMA 7.8. The following inequality is valid:
qn−2 − 1
q − 1 − k
0

q2.q C 2/  .q − 1/k0.k0 − q2 − 2q − 1/: (1)
PROOF. Let Q be a quad of type T 2 .O/. The points of Q are the affine points of a 3-space
 which intersects51 in a thick plane . In51, there are ( q
n−2−1
q−1 − k0) 3-spaces  0 through
 which contain only q C 2 points. All the q4− q3 affine points of h;  0i not in Q are points
of 02.Q/ and all points of 02.Q/ are obtained this way. Hence, the number of points of 02.Q/
equals . q
n−2−1
q−1 − k0/.q4 − q3/. Counting pairs .x; y/ with x 2 0.Q/ and y 2 02.Q/ yields
qn−2 − 1
q − 1 − k
0

.q4 − q3/q2.q C 2/  q3.q − 1/2k0.k0 − q2 − 2q − 1/: (2)
2
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COROLLARY 7.9.
k0 < pq

1C 3
q

q
n−2
2 : (3)
PROOF. The inequality from the previous theorem is equivalent to
qn−2 − 1
q − 1 q
2.q C 2/  .q − 1/k0

k0 − q2 − 2q − 1C q
2.q C 2/
q − 1

: (4)
From
q2.q C 2/
q − 1 D q
2 C 3q C 3C 3
q − 1
it follows that
qn
q C 2
.q − 1/2 > k
0.k0 C q C 2/: (5)
If q 6D 4, then 2q2− 11q C 6 > 0, which is equivalent to 1q C 6q2 > qC2.q−1/2 . Hence (5) implies
qn−2.q C 6/ > k02, from which the stated inequality readily follows. 2
THEOREM 7.10. There are no examples for n D 6.
PROOF. Assume there is an example, hence q  8. We shall derive a contradiction in
several steps.
STEP 1. One of the following three cases occurs:
(1) k D 2q2 C 3q C 2; k0 D 2q2 C 2q; N D 2q2 C 6q − 1,
(2) k D 3q2 C 2q C 2; k0 D 3q2 C q; N D 7q2 C q,
(3) k D 2q2 C 2q C 3; k0 D 2q2 C q C 1; N D 2q2 C 2q C 2.
PROOF. From the congruences in Corollary 6.7 it follows that k D mq.q2 − 1/ C f .q/
with m 2 Z and f .q/ 2 f2q2 C 3q C 2; 3q2 C 2q C 2; q2 C 3q C 3; 2q2 C 2q C 3g. From
f .q/ < 7q2 and 7q2 < q.q2 − 1/ it follows that m  0. Suppose now that m  1. Since
f .q/  q2C3qC3, we have that k  q3Cq2C2qC3 or k0  q3Cq2CqC1, a contradiction
since k 0  q.qC 3/pq (see Corollary 7.9). We prove now that k D q2C 3qC 3 cannot occur.
As k  p2q2 (see Corollary 6.7) q  8. For q D 8, k D q2 C 3q C 3 D 91 contradicts
inequality (4) of the same corollary. 2
STEP 2. Let0 denote the graph with vertices the thick planes. Two thick planes are adjacent
whenever they are disjoint. Then 0 is the disjoint union of cliques. The size of each clique is
at most q C 2.
PROOF. To prove that 0 is a disjoint union of cliques, it is enough to prove the following
property: if    and γ 6  then γ 6 . So, let  and  be two disjoint thick planes. The
5-space through  and  has no points in common with K other than those in  [ . If γ
intersects  in a point p, then p 2 K. Now γ intersects the 5-space in a line L . Let q be the
second point of K on this line, then q 2 . Hence γ meets . Let C be a clique of 0. Since
k < N .q C 2/, there exists a thick plane  which is no member of C . Now, each member of
C meets . Hence jC j  q C 2. 2
STEP 3. Two thick planes meet each other.
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PROOF. Suppose that there are two disjoint thick planes  and  and let C denote the
component of  and . If γ 62 C is a thick plane then γ meets  and . Hence N 
jC j C .q C 2/2  q2 C 5q C 6, a contradiction. 2
STEP 4. There are at most q C 2 thick planes through a point p.
PROOF. If all thick planes go through p then k  1C N .q C 1/, a contradiction. So, let 
be a thick plane not containing p. Now, every thick plane through p intersects  in a point of
K. Hence there are at most q C 2 planes through p. 2
STEP 5. We derive the contradiction.
PROOF. Let p denote the intersection of two thick planes  and . There are at most q C 2
thick planes through p. Every thick plane not through p has a point in common with  and .
Hence N  .q C 2/C .q C 1/2, a contradiction. 2
For n  7 and q  8, we were not able to prove whether there are examples or not, but we
conjecture that there are no examples.
8. THE NEAR HEXAGONS WITHOUT A T 2 .O/-QUAD
THEOREM 8.1. If q 6D 2 and if there is no thick plane, then one of the following two cases
appears:
(1) n D 2 and K is a set of three noncollinear points,
(2) n D 5; q D 3 and K is a Coxeter cap in PG.5; 3/.
PROOF. From Lemma 6.6, it follows that
k D jKj D 3q − 5C
p
8qn C q2 − 6q C 1
2.q − 1/ :
Hence
y2 D 8qn C q2 − 6q C 1 (6)
for some y 2 Z. From Theorem 6.5, it is clear that T n .K/ is a regular near hexagon with
parameters s D q − 1; t2 D 1; t D k − 1. The Krein bound t C 1  .s2 − s C 1/.s C 1C t2/
is then equivalent toq
8qn C q2 − 6q C 1  2.q2 − 3q C 3/.q2 − 1/− .3q − 5/: (7)
If n  8, then one can easily check that (7) yields a contradiction; hence n  7. If n D 2 then
8qn C q2− 6q C 1 D .3q − 1/2 and jKj D 3. We have already met this example. It yields the
regular near hexagon of Hamming-type. So we may assume that 3  n  7. Equation (6) is
equivalent to
8qn − 8q2 D .y − 3q C 1/.y C 3q − 1/; (8)
so 8q2 j .y − 3q C 1/.y C 3q − 1/. Let q D ph with p prime. If p 6D 2, then p is not a
common divisor of y − 3q C 1 and y C 3q − 1. If p D 2, then 4 is not a common divisor of
y− 3q C 1 and yC 3q − 1. Hence, in any case q2 is a divisor of one of the factors. Since y is
determined up to its sign, we may suppose that y D xq2 − 3q C 1 with x 2 Z. Equation (8)
becomes
− 8qn−2 C x2q2 − 6xq C 2x C 8 D 0: (9)
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Suppose n D 3, then (9) becomes x2q2 − .6x C 8/q C 2x C 8 D 0. If x D 0, then q D 1, a
contradiction. Assume x 6D 0, let z D jx jq and we have then that z2 − 6z − 8z − 2z C 8  0.
So z  15 and q  13. One finds no solutions for these values of q.
Suppose n D 4, then (9) becomes .x2 − 8/q2 − 6xq C 2x C 8 D 0. If jx j  3, then q  13
since q is a divisor of 2x C 8. If jx j  4 (so x2 − 8  x22 ) and if we put z D jx jq again, we
find that z22 − 8z C 8  0. So z  14 and again q  13. One finds no solutions for these
values of q.
Now, since q is a divisor of 2x C 8, put x D uq2 − 4 with u 2 Z. Equation (9) becomes
− 8qn−3 C u
2q3
4
− 4uq2 C .16− 3u/q C 24C u D 0: (10)
Suppose n D 5, then (10) becomes u2q34 − .4u C 8/q2 C .16 − 3u/q C 24 C u D 0. If
u D 0, then q  23, since q divides 24 C u. If u 6D 0, put z D jujq, we have then that
z3
4 − 4z2− 8z2− 16z− 3z2− 24z− z2  0 or z
2
4 − 16z− 40  0. Hence z  66 and q  64.
Only q D 3 gives a solution: q D 3; u D 0; x D −4; y D −44; k D 12. After we treat the
case n D 6 and n D 7, we will prove that K is a Coxeter cap in PG.5; 3/.
Suppose n D 6, then (10) becomes . u24 − 8/q3 − 4uq2 C .16 − 3u/q C 24 C u D 0. If
juj  7, then q  31 since q is a divisor of 24C u. If juj  8 (so u24 − 8  u
2
8 ) and if we put
z D jujq again, we find z38 − 4z2 − 16z − 3z2 − 24z − z2  0 or z
2
8 − 8z − 40  0. Hence
z  68 and q  8. Only q D 4 gives a solution: q D 4; u D 8; x D 12; y D 181, but in this
case k is not an integer.
Suppose n D 7. Now, since q is a divisor of 24C u, put u D vq − 24 with v 2 Z. Equation
(10) becomes
v2q4
4
− .12v C 8/q3 C .144− 4v/q2 C .96− 3v/q C 88C v D 0: (11)
If v D 0, then q  83, since q divides 88C v. If v 6D 0, let z D jvjq, then z44 − 12z3 − 8z3 −
144z2 − 4z3 − 96z2 − 3z3 − 88z2 − z3  0 or z24 − 28z − 328  0. Hence z  122 and
q  121. This case gives no new solutions.
Hence, only the case n D 5; q D 3 and k D 12 remains. If the corresponding near hexagon
exists, then it must be the regular near hexagon related to the extended ternary Golay code,
since both near hexagons have the same parameters (the uniqueness was proved in [1]). The
points of PG.5; 3/ are the 1-spaces of V .6; 3/. We call a point of PG.5; 3/ of type .w; d/ if
w is the weight of the point and d is the difference between the number of coordinates equal
to 1 and the number of coordinates equal to −1. So, points can be of the following 15 types:
(1, 1), (2, 2), (2, 0), (3, 3), (3, 1), (4, 4), (4, 2), (4, 0), (5, 5), (5, 3), (5, 1), (6, 6), (6, 4), (6,
2), (6, 0). Take now six linear independent points of K and choose coordinatization in such a
way that these are the points of type (1, 1). There is then a secant line through every point of
weight 2. The determination of the set K will proceed in two steps.
STEP 1. K can have only points of weight 1 and 5.
PROOF. If there were to be a point of weight 2 in K, then there exist three points which
were collinear, a contradiction.
Let K contain a point a of weight 3. We may assume that a D he1 C e2 C e3i, where ei is
the vector with all entries but the i th one equal to 0, the i th entry being equal to 1. Then the
plane he1; e2; e3i is thick, as it has at least four points in K, namely a and hei i for i D 1; 2; 3,
a contradiction. Thus, K contains no points of weight 3.
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LetK contain a point a of weight 4. We may assume that a D hviwith v D e1Ce2Ce3Ce4.
The plane X D hv; e1; e2i meets the line he4; e3i in b D he3 C e4i. However, X is not thick.
Hence the line ab is tangent to K at a. By (2) of Corollary 4.6, just one point of ab n fag
belongs to a secant of K. However, ab n fag contains two such points, namely he1 C e2i and
he3 C e4i, a contradiction. Therefore, all points of K have weight 1, 5 or 6.
Suppose now that there exists a point hui of type 6 in K. We can choose coordinatization
such that u D P6iD1 ei . We will prove that it is impossible for there to be other points in
K, hence we have a contradiction. Clearly no point of type (6, 4) and (5, 5) belongs to K,
otherwise three points ofK are collinear. Let a be a point ofK of type (5, 3). We may assume
that a D hvi with v D e1 C e2 C e3 C e4 − e5. Then a belongs to the plane hu; e5; e6i and the
latter is thick, a contradiction. Thus, points of type (5, 3) are ruled out from K.
Assume that a 2 K is of type (5, 1), for instance a D hvi with v D e1 C e2 C e3 − e4 − e5.
The plane X D hv; u; e6i meets the line he4; e5i in the point b D he4 C e5i. As K contains no
points of weight 2 or 3, the line L D he4 C e5; e6i is tangent to K in he6i. However, the line
he4; e5i is a secant for K and meets L in b. The line hu; vi is also secant and it meets L in
he4 C e5 − e6i. Thus, at least two points of L different from he6i belong to secant lines of K,
contrary to (2) of Corollary 4.6. Therefore, points of type (5, 1) are also ruled out from K.
Assume that a 2 K is of type (6, 2), for instance a D hviwith v D e1Ce2Ce3Ce4−e5−e6.
Then the plane X D hu; e5; e6i is thick, a contradiction.
Finally, let a 2 K be of type (6, 0), for instance a D hviwith v D e1Ce2Ce3−e4−e5−e6.
The plane X D hu; v; e4i meets the line he5; e6i in b D he5 C e6i. The line ab is tangent to K
at a and it meets the line hu; e4i in c D he1C e2C e3− e4C e5C e6i. Thus, b and c are distinct
points of ab n fag belonging to secant lines of K, again contrary to (2) of Corollary 4.6.
As a consequence, we note that when you take seven arbitrary points ofK then there are six
points among them which are in a hyperplane. Otherwise, you can choose the coordinatization
in such a way that all points of type (1, 1) and (6, 6) are elements of K, but this is impossible
by step 1. 2
STEP 2. Construction of the set K.
As above, we assume to have chosen coordinates in such a way that six of the twelve points
ofK correspond to the vectors e1; e2; : : : ; e6 of the natural basis of V .6; 3/. In each of the six
remaining points there is a unique position where there is a ‘0’.
Assume there are two points a D hui and b D hvi where this ‘0’ takes the same position.
We may assume that u D e1C e2C e3C e4C e5 and v D e1C e2C e3C "e4− e5, with " D 1
or −1. If " D 1, then a; b and he5i are collinear points of K, a contradiction. Thus, " D −1.
Then a; b; he4i and he5i are points of K in the plane hu; v; e4i, which is forced to be thick, a
contradiction. Therefore, no two points as above exist in K.
Hence, we may suppose that the coordinates of the 12 points look like (up to the sign):
.1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0/; .0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0/; .0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0/;
.0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0/; .0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0/; .0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1/;
.0; ; ; ; ; /; .; 0; ; ; ; /; .; ; 0; ; ; /;
.; ; ; 0; ; /; .; ; ; ; 0; /; .; ; ; ; ; 0/:
Every ‘’ in the above coordinates must be replaced by 1 or −1. Take now the seven
points .1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0/, .0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0/, .0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0/, .0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0/; .0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0/,
.0; "1; "2; "3; "4; "5/, ."01; 0; "02; "03; "04; "05/, then there is a set A of six points between them
which are in a hyperplane and the remaining point can not be contained in that hyper-
plane, since the seven points above generate 51. Clearly .1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0/, .0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0/,
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.0; "1; "2; "3; "4; "5/, ."01; 0; "02; "03; "04; "05/ 2 A. If we suppose that .0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0/ 62 A, then
we have that "2 D −"02; "3 D −"03; "4 D "04; "5 D "05 or "2 D "02; "3 D "03; "4 D −"04; "5 D −"05,
hence "2"02 C "3"03 C "4"04 C "5"05 D 0. A similar reasoning shows that any two of the points
of weight 5 are orthogonal. We still have some freedom in coordinatization, for instance
we may suppose that .0;−1;−1;−1;−1;−1/ 2 K. Since .0;−1;−1;−1;−1;−1/ and
.; 0; ; ; ; / are orthogonal (and using the remaining freedom in coordinatization) we may
suppose that .1; 0; 1;−1;−1; 1/ 2 K. Since .0;−1;−1;−1;−1;−1/, .1; 0; 1;−1;−1; 1/
and .; ; 0; ; ; / are orthogonal (and using the remaining freedom in coordinatization)
we may suppose that .1; 1; 0; 1;−1;−1/ 2 K. From the orthogonality of the points of
weight 5, the remaining points are readily obtained. These are the points .1;−1; 1; 0; 1;−1/,
.1;−1;−1; 1; 0; 1/ and .1; 1;−1;−1; 1; 0/. We did the coordinatization in such a way that
the twelve points are just the twelve columns of the matrix that defined the extended ternary
Golay code. Since we know that there is a linear representation of the near hexagon related to
this code, we know that the set of twelve points given above satisfies the required conditions.
From the previous reasoning, it also follows that all sets of points in PG.5; 3/ which satisfy
the required conditions are equivalent.
REMARK. The proof of Theorem 8.1 can be shortened by using the results of [4], moreover
q D 2 is allowed. Let p 2 K and let  be a hyperplane of 51 not containing p, then the
projection from p of K on  will yield a cap K0 with k − 1 points. It is easy to prove that
T n−1.K0/ is a partial quadrangle with parameters .s; t; / D .q−1; k−2; 2/ (for the definition
of a partial quadrangle see [5]). In [4], an almost complete classification of partial quadrangles
with a linear representation is given, see also [7] for a survey. The classification is complete
for  D 2. One only has to check whether these partial quadrangles are indeed coming from a
projection of a near hexagon. Besides the projections of the examples mentioned in Theorem
8.1, there is one other example in the case q D 2 in which case K0 is a set of five points in
PG.3; 2/ no four of which are contained in a hyperplane, i.e., K0 is a frame of PG.3; 2/. The
set K, yielding the corresponding near hexagon T 4 .K/, is a frame of PG.4; 2/, i.e., a set of
six points no five of which are contained in a hyperplane. Note that this proof relies on the
classification of the linear representations of the partial quadrangles, which is on its own a very
long proof.
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